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The Art 
of  Design

Select exciting pieces that will complement your color palette 
and decor. These pieces should vary in shape, size, and color to 
support a visual hierarchy when contemplating where you will 
decide to place your focal point. As always, a range of  different 
materials will aid in visual interest within your composition.



Artisan Crafted
Candleholders

Lend a natural touch to any tabletop in your home with this 
rustic candle holder. Artisan crafted, it showcases a tall 
and slender design with a circular opening on top. The moody, 
multi-textured finish adds excellent versatility to the piece, 
allowing it to serve as the exclamation point for a wide range of
designs.



Visually Striking 
Cameo Glass
Cameo glass is a luxury art form produced by carving through 
fused layers of  differently colored glass to create patterns and 
decorative motifs. Often in contrasting tones, the combination of
hues offers unique textures and color, taking these designs from 
storage vessels to magnificent works of  art.



Gaming Tokens
These fun and whimsical tabletop sculptures incorporate an 
element of  pop culture as an ode to the fan-favorite Monopoly 
board game. Now featured in our aged brass finish, our token 
series allows you to make a statement when you are putting 
together your next interior design project.





Minimalist 
Seating

Complete the look of  your next project with our Presidio chair. 
Perfectly at home in contemporary or transitional styles, this 
piece is crafted from solid hardwood in our moody charred black 
finish, coupled with ultra-soft peppered grey linen.  







Art of  Geometry
Geometric designs are a great option to anchor any space. While 
rooted in mathematics, these styles have always had a significant 
influence on design and art throughout history. Combining clean 
lines and well-formed shapes can carry a lot of  visual weight to 
ground your decor while emphasizing simplicity.



Linear 
Composition
The symmetry and linear nature of  our two Verlicht sconces 
draw the eye inward, then down to our striking console 
table. ‘Line’ is one of  the most significant design elements 
in a designer’s toolbox and is effortlessly provided in these 
fixtures that feature customizable small, medium, and  
large tail lengths.  







Sculptural 
Art

Sculpture is a branch of  the visual arts that operates in three 
dimensions. Durable sculptural processes can be either additive 
or subtractive. ‘Additive’ is when the artist adds or combines 
material to create form. In contrast, the ‘subtractive’ process 
is when the artist removes material to express the structure 
within. Our sculptures were developed in the abstraction style 
using the additive process and then cast in sand. 



Luminous
Elements

These expressive and high personality designs follow the same 
barrel shape but veer into very different stylistic directions. The 
variance in form and material allows each of  these fixtures to be 
impactful, radiant, and well suited to many decor settings.  





Turned Marble
This table lamp is formed by taking a large piece of  
quarried marble and turning it on a stone lathe. While 
this process is complicated and time-consuming, there 
is no better way to showcase the marble’s luxurious 
white finish and delicate gray veining. The lamp flaunts 
modern and artistic geometry and provides an artful 
touch to any transitional or contemporary decor.

Lamp Designed for Cyan by J. Kent Martin



The Third
Dimension
This 3-D wall art has a rugged aesthetic 
distinguished by significant tonal differences 
in this monochromatic composition. 
Whether hung in a vertical or horizontal 
orientation, this sculpture adds high  
drama to any decor.  
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Beautiful Objects 
for Beautiful Lives 
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